BODIES
Strength where you need it
EBY builds all-aluminum platform bodies, stake side bodies, and
drop-side flatbeds for a wide variety of applications. Extruded, hardened
aluminum long sills and cross-members form the industry’s strongest
sub-structure. Floors are available in smooth aluminum, diamond plate
aluminum, or aluminum and wood combinations. Every EBY flatbed
saves you weight, fuel cost, and maintenance expense.

HEAVY-DUTY PLATFORM BODY
Available Sizes:
Lengths: 7' to 32'
Widths: 96" and 102"

Heavy-Duty Platform Body,
shown with forklift carrier at rear

DROP-SIDE PLATFORM BODY
Available Sizes:
Lengths: 7' to 16'
Widths: 84", 96" and 102"

EBY Drop Side Platform Bodies allow operators
to load from the rear and both sides
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POWERHOUSE

STAKE SIDE BODY
Available Sizes:
Lengths: 7' to 16'
Widths: 84", 96" and 102"

www.mheby.com

Stake Side Body,
shown with side entry
for road service
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BODIES
Custom equipment that works for you
You built your landscaping business by working harder than your competition. Work
smarter and get more done by stepping up to an EBY landscape truck body. One that
doesn’t rust. One that delivers more payload and requires less maintenance than
steel bodies. EBY truck bodies save you money by out-loading, out-working, and
out-smarting the competition.

Single-Wall Landscape Body,
shown with custom back-pack
tool box and barn doors

EBY EDGE

SINGLE-WALL LANDSCAPE BODY
Available Sizes:
Lengths: 8' to 24'
Widths: 96" and 102"

EBY PRO
Double-Wall Landscape Body,
shown with wider side door and
spring loaded tarp
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DOUBLE-WALL LANDSCAPE BODY
Available Sizes:
Lengths: 8' to 16'
Widths: 96" and 102"

EBY Aluminum Truck Bodies

EBY FLEX
EBY Flex Removable-Sides Landscape Bodies are in stock and available for quick
installation on your chassis at EBY Authorized Distributors throughout the U.S.
www.mheby.com

REMOVABLE-SIDES LANDSCAPE BODY
Standard Sizes:
Lengths:	9'4" and 11'4" and custom
sizes available
Width:
96"
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FLATBED TOWING BODY
Because you deserve the best
Big Country is the standard by which all other aluminum flatbed towing
bodies are measured. With a standard trap door for a gooseneck hitch,
you can pull your livestock trailer, equipment trailer, or RV and still have
plenty of room for cargo in the bed. Heavy duty aluminum construction
means your Big Country bed will take whatever you dish out and
always look great, no matter what chassis you put it on.

Flatbed Towing Body
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BIG COUNTRY

FLATBED TOWING BODY
Standard Sizes:
Lengths: 7', 8'6", 9' and 11'
Widths: 841/ 8", 971/4" and 1011/4"
EBY Big Country Flatbed Towing Bodies are
in stock and available for quick installation at
EBY Authorized Distributors throughout the U.S.
Rear LED Lights
Cast aluminum corners are tapered for widest possible
trailer swing, with specially designed LED lights

Gooseneck Trap Door
A trapdoor to access your gooseneck ball hitch is standard

www.mheby.com

Flatbed Towing Body,
shown with 8" extruded
aluminum side kit
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BODIES
Truck bodies as versatile
as the work you do
EBY has been building service bodies for the railroads for years, and we took
what we learned from the railroads and built it into our design for the EBY
Renegade service body. Taller, wider boxes for more tools. A 49" wide load
compartment so you can get a 48" pallet or sheet of plywood inside it easily.
Wider handles so you can open cabinets with a gloved hand. Quite simply, the
best designed, longest lasting aluminum service body on the market.

RENEGADE

SERVICE BODY
Available Sizes:
Lengths: 8'5", 9'3" and 11'3"
Widths: 80" and 96"
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BODIES
Truck bodies that work smart
The truck you put on the job says a lot about the way you work. The EBY
Fullback makes you more productive by hauling more payload and saving you
more money on fuel than steel bodies. This body wil never rust, and many of our
customers transfer their EBY bodies to a new chassis after the original chassis
wears out. No corrosion means you don’t have to sandblast and paint your EBY
dump body—it just keeps on looking good year after year.

EBY Fullback General
Purpose Dump Bodies are
stocked and available for
quick delivery at EBY
Authorized Distributors
throughout the U.S.

FULLBACK

GENERAL PURPOSE DUMP BODY
Standard Sizes:
Lengths:	9'4", 11'4" and custom
sizes available
Width:
96"
General Purpose Dump Body

www.mheby.com
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BODIES
Tough van bodies
make your job easier
You built a business on hard work and going the extra mile.
EBY van bodies are custom built to your business and your
specifications. When a standard van body just won’t work,
step up to a lighter, stronger, more versatile truck body.

CUSTOM VAN BODY
Available Sizes:
Lengths: 10', 12', 14', 15' and 16'
Widths: 90", 96" and 102"
Custom sizes available

Custom van body,
shown with lift gate
and side door
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CUSTOM

SOLUTIONS

At EBY Truck Bodies, we love
designing truck bodies and equipment
with work in mind. From our roots
building wood and steel cattle bodies
back in 1938, to our all-aluminum
product line of heavy-duty truck
bodies and trailers today, we’ve grown
because we always remember that
your business is unique. Listening to
customers and building heavy-duty
equipment that makes their lives
easier is what makes us tick. We
appreciate your business, and look
forward to growing with you.
Beaver-Tail Equipment Body

Tree Chipper Body

www.mheby.com

Aggregate and Grain Body

Landscape Dump Body

Highway Service Stake Body
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EBY designs and manufactures a complete line of aluminum agri-transportation equipment

LIVESTOCK TRAILERS

LIVESTOCK SEMI-TRAILERS

HORSE TRAILERS

EQUIPMENT TRAILERS

GRAIN TRAILERS

TRUCK BODIES

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR

Contact EBY to find your nearest distributor.

800-292-4752
www.mheby.com
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